
The Collington Pond:  what a difference some days make … 

Since the pictures of the beauty of our Collington Pond were posted, the area was visited by 
Prince George’s County contractors.  Apparently they needed to tackle some Pond problems 
to ensure its drainage system was properly working.  As we know from the cutting of trees 
on the bank of the Collington Lake, the County has jurisdiction over both our water 
features, since their flow seems to be part of the wider area watershed.   
 
Here are a picture of the Pond after the contractors visit, taken on an overcast day. 

 
So far thing look much as before, but as you walk a little further, things don’t look so good.    

 
For one thing, nearly all the yellow iris are gone!  Not uprooted, just whacked off.  Not just 
the iris – it looks like all the vegetation around the edge Pond has been rather brutally 
hacked off, leaving about three inches of stalks and leaves.  Can this really make all the 
difference to our Pond drainage? 



If you continue walking around, the view does not improve.  The bulrushes have been left 
standing, but everything else is severed.   

 
Below, looking back to towards the woods is perhaps the most depressing view. 

 
But not to despair.   The blue iris, being away from the water, survived, and the water lilies 
look like they will soon come out with many yellow flowers.   A few iris behind the 5100 
homes were spared, and the others, still rooted, will return next year.  But you do have to 
wonder about this particular use of local tax dollars, don’t you?   
And might there be a way of talking to the council to find a way in which we could have 
flowering water plants around the edge of our Pond without interfering with its drainage – 
perhaps by growing some flowers in containers, for instance?  Worth a trial negotiation? 


